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The Syrian regime is has been imposing a suffocating siege on Al-Wa’r neighborhood in 
western Homs, where approximately 15,000 families lives, since Thursday 10 October, 
2013. The siege is overwhelmingly limiting the movements of residents from and to the 
neighborhood where it bans anyone who doesn’t has an employee card, student card, or 
medical student from entering or leaving the neighborhood. Furthermore, the Syrian regime 
checkpoints prevents the entrance of any food, medications, and fuel into the neighborhood 
except on rare occasions under pressure.

The Syrian regime escalated its campaign on 4 October, 2014 as a response to the bomb-
ing of an elementary school in Akrima neighborhood which has a majority of residents that 
support the Syrian regime.
In no more than 12 days (Saturday 4 October – Wednesday 15 October), the Syrian regime 
carried out dozens of indiscriminate strikes against the neighborhood which deepened the 
suffering of the neighborhood residents that are living under the siege. We recorded, in this 
period of time, the use of 10 surface-to-surface missiles, 30 explosive cylinders, and tens of 
mortar shells against the neighborhood at least.

On Wednesday 8 October, 2014, a residential tower was targeted using two explosive 
cylinders which killed seven victims including four children and two women according 
to SNHR documentation.
On Wednesday 15 October, 2014, the neighborhood was targeted with a surface-to-surface 
missile and more than 10 explosive cylinders which killed a total of nine people including 
three children on one day.
Also, we documented the targeting of many vital centers in the neighborhood. On Tuesday 
14 October the Syrian regime shelled the power station with a mortal shell.
SNHR documented, in 12-day period of time, the killing of 24 civilians including seven 
children and six ladies.
Despite the Security Council Resolution 2139 that was adopted on 22 February, 2014 which 
stated to “immediately end the siege of populated areas.” And promised to take further ac-
tions in case of incompliance. SNHR urges the Security Council to take these actions as the 
Syrian government didn’t comply.
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Also, Resolution 2165 adopted on 14 July, 2014, finally allowed for aids to be delivered 
without any pre-conditions or restrictions. However, these aids are only limited to border 
areas. SNHR urges the concerned parties to come up with mechanisms as soon as possible 
to deliver aids into further areas such as Al-Wa’r neighborhood in Homs and Esatern Ghouta 
in Damascus because these areas are the most affected where it has been subjected to the 
longest and harshest sieges.

In this context, U.N. should reveal the findings of the investigations in regard to the cor-
ruption cases that Mr., Gary Quinlan pointed out where he said that 90% of the aids go to 
areas to people who don’t deserve it and to the areas that support the Syrian regime which 
are living in fairly good conditions while areas like Eastern Ghouta hardly receive any 
aids. Friends of Syria Group should find out where their aids are going and make sure that 
the Syrian regime is not using it to fund the foreign militias that are fighting with it instead 
of aiding the people in need.
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